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Vortex-based spin-torque oscillators can be made from extended spin valves connected to an

electrical nanocontact. We study the implementation of frequency shift keying modulation in these

oscillators. Upon a square modulation of the current in the 10 MHz range, the vortex frequency

follows the current command, with easy identification of the two swapping frequencies in the

spectral measurements. The frequency distribution of the output power can be accounted for by

convolution transformations of the dc current vortex waveform, and the current modulation.

Modeling indicates that the frequency transitions are phase coherent and last less than 25 ns.

Complementing the multi-octave tunability and first-class agility, the capability of frequency shift

keying modulation is an additional milestone for the implementation of vortex-based oscillators in

radio frequency circuits. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3581099]

I. INTRODUCTION

In confined magnetic layers, the spontaneous generation

of a vortex phase requires a proper ratio of lateral dimension

and thickness. The stabilization of the vortex phase have

been previously observed1 and analytically investigated.2–4

The vortex micromagnetic structure is very stable and con-

sists of a magnetization that curls in the film plane around a

central core magnetized out of the plane. This curling config-

uration avoids stray fields except at the core, and prevents

the formation of domain walls.5,6 Early studies, thus, focused

on the switching of the vortex core polarity, which was seen

as a propitious candidate for nonvolatile memory applica-

tions.7 More recently, the dynamics of the vortex core has

been studied while prospecting a new class of high frequency

oscillators. Indeed vortex oscillation can be induced by dc-

currents via the spin-transfer torque effect,8,9 an advanta-

geous mechanism which does not require magnetic field and

is scalable down to nanosystems.

Among spin-torque oscillators (STOs) that make use of

vortex states, the microwave signatures emanating from the

vortex motion have been experimentally studied in spin-

valve nanopillars10 and electrical nanocontacts systems in

both frequency11–13 and time domains.14,15 In the nanocon-

tact geometry, the vortex dynamics have been formalized

using the rigid vortex model.12 The formation of a confining

potential created by the current (Idc) permits the nucleation

of a magnetic vortex16 that is spin-transfer torque driven to a

large orbit around the nanocontact in the low-frequency

interval (100� 600 MHz). The relative change in the mag-

netization direction of the free layer with respect to the

pinned layer is translated to a time-varying voltage via the

giant magnetoresistance (GMR). Currently, the power trans-

ducing yield of an oscillating vortex in the nanocontact con-

figuration is greater than that of uniform ferromagnetic

modes, due to the nearly complete rotation of the magnetiza-

tion translated by GMR.17

A pivotal result from both theory and experiment12 is the

quasilinear frequency tunability with the current. The present

theoretical understanding is that an almost fixed trajectory is

maintained while the vortex gyrates under distinct currents.

We have studied this orbital stability in a previous work,18

employing a microwave interferometer to insert MHz-modu-

lated currents (Imod) into the device and hence study the result-

ing vortex dynamics. The agility, i.e., the shortest time it takes

for the vortex to hop and stabilize from one frequency to

another was found to be below a maximum upper bound value

of 20 ns, comparable to the agility of state of the art voltage-

controlled oscillators.19 Studies on the ability of modulating

nanocontact STOs are necessary assessments for a more com-

patible integration with the current silicon complementary

metal-oxide semiconductor industry. For instance, by rapidly

swapping the magnetic vortex motion between two well-

defined frequencies is a major asset for developments on tele-

communication devices operating at the low frequency regime.

Here, we investigate the implementation of a frequency

shift keying (FSK) modulation scheme of a vortex-based

nanocontact oscillator over a large current range. Upon the

MHz-current modulation the vortex experiences two distinct

current states yielding largely separated frequencies. For cur-

rents modulated at low pulse repetition frequencies (PRF),

the vortex gyration frequency follows the current command,

with easy identification of the two swapping frequencies in

the spectral measurements. For currents modulated at higher

PRF, the modes in the power density spectrum split and mul-

tiple sidebands appear. The frequency distribution of the out-

put power can be accounted for analytically by convolution

transformations of the dc current vortex waveform, and the

current modulation. This indicates how abrupt frequency

transitions can be considered.a)Electronic mail: manfrini@imec.be.
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II. DEVICE AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our devices are electrical nanocontacts with a physical

radius of 60 nm, established to the top of a bottom-pinned

exchange-biased spin-valve. The multi-layered stack is dc-

sputtered in the following composition (thickness in

nanometers): [Ta(3.5)/Cu(16)]x2/Ta(3.5)/Ni80Fe20(2) as bot-

tom electrode. The spin-valve is Ir22Mn78(6)/Co90Fe10(4.5)/

Cu(3.5)/Co90Fe10(1.5)/Ni80Fe20(2), and it is capped with

Ta(1.5)/Pt (4) to prevent oxidation. Device fabrication, mag-

netic, and electrical properties can be found elsewhere.20

The series resistance is R ¼ 9 X and the GMR value is

DR ¼ 25 mX. Microwave measurements have been per-

formed in a zero applied magnetic field. The electrical current

is applied perpendicular to the film plane, and positive current

is defined as electrons flowing from the free to the pinned

magnetic layer. Current-induced vortex oscillations are

observed after nucleation at Idc ¼ 50 mA and the vortex mag-

netization dynamics can be followed until when Idc drops

below 9 mA, consistent with previous findings.15

Once the magnetic vortex motion is established, the cur-

rent gets modulated through a proper experimental set-up18

ensuring both satisfactory impedance matching and cancella-

tion of the modulating signal at the front end of the spectrum

analyzer. The raw data spectra are converted to power den-

sity spectra by assuming a frequency-independent noise fig-

ure of the amplifiers, and an imperfect but reproducible

cancellation of the modulating signal. The peak-to-peak

modulation corresponds to 2Imod � 10:0 mA: We observe

how this square pulse modulation of the current affects the

dynamics of the vortex, for various PRF ranging from 0 to

30 MHz. Therefore, every first half of the pulse period

tpulse ¼ 1=PRF, the vortex is subjected to Idc � Imod and

orbits with gyration frequency F1. Every second half of the

pulse period, the current is Idc þ Imod and leads to a vortex

gyration frequency F2. The two applied currents are sepa-

rated by transitions with 2 ns rise (or fall) times.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 depicts the power spectral density (PSD) of the

modulated vortex oscillator for several values of Idc and a

fixed PRF of 5 MHz. Figure 2 reports the figures of merit

(frequency, power and linewidth) of each mode identified

from spectra similar to these of Fig. 1. Figure 3 finally dis-

plays how the PRF influences the spectral distribution of the

output power of the oscillator.

In Fig. 1, the top curve is the spectrum of a vortex oscil-

lating with a (single) frequency F0 at a fixed (unmodulated)

current of 46 mA. Once the modulation is switched on for a

PRF of 5 MHz, the nanocontact is subjected to a current

I1 ¼ Idc � Imod during 100 ns and a current I2 ¼ Idc þ Imod

during the next 100 ns. The F0 peak splits and the oscillator

power gets distributed among two peaks at F1 and F2 > F1,

each of them carrying a shared, hence reduced power. The

FIG. 1. (Color online) Power spectral densities for several values of Idc in

constant-current operation (bold F0 line and right axis) or in modulated con-

ditions. For a PRF of 5 MHz, the electrical signature of the vortex motion

swaps from F1 to F2. Increasing values of current lead to a linear blue-shift

for F1 and F2. The curves were smoothed with an aperture of 11 kHz and

have been shifted vertically by þ3 nV2=HZ from each other.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Frequency (a), power (b) and linewidth (c) of a vor-

tex oscillator subjected to PRF of 5 MHz. The curves for F1 have been dis-

played as function of Idc þ Imod , while the curves for F2 have been generated

with Idc � Imod .

FIG. 3. (Color online) Current evolution of the power spectral density. In

the absence of current-modulation (a) the vortex oscillates in a quasilinear

frequency fashion with frequency F0. Under the influence of a small PRF

value (b), such as 5 MHz, the main mode splits in F1 and F2 branches that

can be clearly resolved in frequency with an average peak-to-peak separa-

tion of 72 MHz. For a high PRF value as 20 MHz in panel (d) the frequency

separation is no longer clear and the spectra becomes saturated with multip-

lets from generated sidebands. The transition for the frequency resolution

occurs for a PRF of 10 MHz in panel (c).
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two peaks can be resolved, which indicates that the neces-

sary time for the vortex frequency to stabilize in one of these

frequencies (the agility) is much shorter than 100 ns. For

large current values (Idc ¼ 46 mA), the output power is

mainly carried by F1. As Idc decreases, the output power is

being transferred from F1 to F2 until most of the power is

carried by F2 as shown at Idc ¼ 26 mA. We will see below

that this is provenient from the specificities of the depend-

ence of power on current in the constant current mode. The

peak-to-peak separation (F2 � F1) is 72 MHz on average,

with some dependence on Idc. The smallest peak-to-peak

separation is 58 MHz at high dc-current and it is correlated

to a point of inflection in the frequency versus current curve

in the constant current mode [Fig. 3(a)].

Let us define DF1 and DF2 the full width at half maxi-

mum linewidths of the envelopes of the modes at F1 and F2

depicted in Fig. 1. One can note that for a low value of PRF

as 5 MHz, we have F2 � F1 � DF1 � DF2 � PRF, leading

to a clear distinction of the peaks F1 and F2 whatever the

value of the dc current (Fig. 1).

Let us detail how the current modulation Imod affects the

vortex dynamics. For this, we extract the figures of merit for

the vortex oscillator (frequency, power and linewidth) from

the spectra subjected to a PRF of 5 MHz by using a double-

Lorentzian fitting tool. To confirm our estimate of Imod, we

plot frequency [Fig. 2(a)], power [Fig. 2(b)] and linewidth

[Fig. 2(c)] of F1 and F2 modes as function of Idc þ Imod and

Idc � Imod, respectively. The criterion to determine Imod has

been defined by the best overlapping with F0 of the curves

F1 and F2, as depicted in Fig. 2(a). The F1 and F2 curves

overlap satisfactorily. We observe a reduction in linewidth;

this feature was already present without modulation [blue

curves in Figs. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c)], and is most probably due

to microstructural effects. On the other hand, the fact that the

total power is shared between the two main frequencies

when the modulation is on, leads to a more complex overlap-

ping of the power curves, as in Fig. 2(b). The overlapping

indicates that during each instantaneous value of the applied

current I1 or I2, the main signatures of the vortex dynamics

(frequency, power and linewidth) are very similar to what

they were in constant-current operation.

The evolution of the voltage noise power spectra has

been studied for PRF ranging from 0.5 to 30 MHz (Fig. 3).

Panel 3(a) shows the current-dependence of the noise power

densities for a free running vortex without current modula-

tion. The tunability is dF0=dIdc ¼ 7:6 MHz=mA and the sig-

nature of the vortex gyration is detectable down to 9 mA.

When a current modulation with PRF � 5 MHz is applied,

we observe two frequency branches F1 and F2 witnessing the

vortex dynamics [Fig. 3(b)]. Increasing the PRF leads to a

richer spectra, and it is no longer that easy to identify the

two different gyration modes at first sight. The transition

occurs for a PRF of 10 MHz [Fig. 3(c)], when DF1 � DF2

� PRF. Sidebands are now well separated from the main

peaks F1 and F2, and appear as multiplets. An even stronger

distortion is observed for higher values of PRF, at which

almost the entire spectra get flooded with sidebands, as in

panel 3(d) for a PRF of 20 MHz. Remarkably, now the cur-

rent is changed as rapidly as every 25 ns, which corresponds

to merely ten full gyrations of the vortex around the nano-

contact. We could resolve sidebands until a PRF of 30 MHz

(not shown). Larger values of PRF lead to experimental arti-

facts that dominate over the signal of interest. Note finally

that when modulating the current, the vortex modes disap-

pear at Idc � Imod ¼ 10:5 mA. This value is slightly greater

than the annihilation current observed in the absence of mod-

ulation (9 mA). The reason for this difference is not

understood.

IV. DISCUSSION

The discussion of the experimental spectra requires a brief

analysis of the expected spectrum of a frequency shift keyed

vortex oscillator. In the ideal case, the frequency transition

would be infinitely abrupt at the current changes and it would

be continuous in phase. In practice, we observe the transition

being strongly dependent on how fast the vortex is modulated,

i.e., a relation between the PRF and linewidths DF1 and DF2.

A. Discontinuous-phase frequency shift keying

When PRF� DF1, DF2, the phase memory is not pre-

served between each of the oscillating half-period. Thus, the

time-resolved voltage vFSKðtÞ could be written in the form:

vFSKðtÞ ¼ uðtÞ½vF1
ðtÞ � vF2

ðtÞ� þ vF2
ðtÞ ; (1)

where vF1ðtÞ and vF2ðtÞ are the voltage waves emitted by the

vortex in dc currents I1 and I2, i.e., approximately sine

waves15 at frequencies F1 and F2 subjected to phase noise,

and where uðtÞ is a square wave swapping between 0 and 1

at a frequency PRF. The complex spectrum of the voltage

VFSKðf Þ is the convolution product given by:

VFSKðf Þ ¼ uðf Þ � ½VF1
ðf Þ � VF2

ðf Þ� þ VF2
ðf Þ ; (2)

where the frequency comb generated by the square wave is:21

SQðf Þ ¼ 1

2
þ 1

p

Xþ1
n¼�1

n¼odd

ð�1Þ
n�1

2

n
dnPRF : (3)

The complex spectrum of the voltage VFSKðf Þ can be rewrit-

ten in the form:

VFSKðf Þ ¼
VF1ðf Þ þ VF2ðf Þ

2

þ 1

p

Xþ1
n¼�1

n¼odd

ð�1Þ
n�1

2

n
VF1ðf � nPRFÞ

2
64

3
75

� 1

p

Xþ1
n¼�1

n¼odd

ð�1Þ
n�1

2

n
VF2ðf � nPRFÞ

2
64

3
75: (4)

The translation from complex spectra [Eq. (4)] to noise

power densities simplifies only when there is no overlap

between all spectral lines in the sum. This requires

F2 � F1 � PRF > DF1, DF2. These two conditions are sat-

isfied for a PRF of 5 MHz, [Fig. 3(b)]. In such case, each
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power spectral density should consist of the sum of two indi-

vidually-symmetric sets of sidebands (multiplets). Each mul-

tiplet has the following features:

• The multiplets are essentially triplets centered around F1

and F2, with sidebands at F1 � PRF, F1 and F1 þ PRF

(idem for F2), with intensities 1=p2, 1=4 and 1=p2;
• There are no sidebands at F1 � 2PRF and F1 þ 2PRF, as

well as, for every even number of n (idem for F2).
• The next sideband peaks are at F1 6 nPRF (idem for F2)

with n ¼ 3; 5; 7; :::, but they carry such a small power of

1=ðnpÞ2 that they should hardly be observable.

These expectations can be compared with experimental

spectra (Fig. 4, top panels). We have performed the numeri-

cal evaluation of Eq. (4) for parameters being those of

Idc ¼ 36 mA and Imod ¼ 5 mA. We thus assume Lorentzian

lines for VF1ðf Þ2 and VF2ðf Þ2, with respective frequencies

and linewidths being F1 ¼ 306 MHz; F2 ¼ 385 MHz;
DF1 � DF2 ¼ 10 MHz: Experimental (filled circles) and

theoretical spectra (open circles) match nicely for a PRF of

5 MHz: This indicates that the oscillator frequency reaches a

stabilized value during the plateaus of the current, i.e., in

much less than 100 ns. However, when the PRF is increased

to 10 MHz the experimental spectrum starts to exhibit a peak

in between the two triplets, and this peak is not accounted

for by Eq. (4). We will see that this peak arises from the fact

that when the PRF is large enough, the phase is essentially

preserved during the modulation period 1=PRF: This leads

us to an upgraded description for PRF 	 10 MHz.

B. Continuous-phase frequency shift keying

Now the condition PRF � DF1, DF2 is achieved, such

that the phase memory is similar or longer than the modulation

period. Therefore, a model incorporating phase continuity

needs to be developed. The time-integrated continuous-phase

output signal22 of a vortex oscillator can be represented as

vFSKðtÞ ¼ cos F0tþ F2 � F1

2
^ ðtÞ

� �
; (5)

where F0 ¼ ðF1 þ F2=2Þ is the mean frequency and ^ðtÞ is a

triangular function with period ð1=PRFÞ and ranges between

6ð1=4PRFÞ: Deriving the complex spectrum of the continu-

ous-phase voltage V/ðf Þ results in

V/ðf Þ ¼
X
n2Z

Cn dx0þnPRFðf Þ; (6)

with

C0 ¼
8PRF

F2 � F1

sin
F2 � F1

8PRF

� �
; (7)

given that the frequency spacing F2 � F1 � 2PRF: Note

that Eq. (6) includes both odd and even values of n. There-

fore, the former triplets around F1 and F2 transform in mul-

tiplets, yielding a vortex oscillating at a mean frequency F0.

The appearance of a central peak in the experimental spec-

trum at 346 MHz [Fig. 4(c)] with the generation of sidebands

around F0 is therefore an indicator that phase is preserved

during the frequency transitions, which is the main outcome

of our results for the PRF of 10 MHz. Note that a suppres-

sion of the central peak can only occur if the condition

nðF2 � F1Þ > 4PRF for any n nonzero integer is met, which

is not the case discussed here.

Increasing the PRF to 15 (not shown), 20, and then

25 MHz [Figs. 5(a) and 5(c)], the experimental spectra no

FIG. 4. (Color online) Experimental (top panels) vs theoretically expected

(bottom panels) power spectra for pulse repetition frequencies of 5 (a), (b)

and 10 (c, d). The solid green curves with open circles are from Eq. (4), i.e.,

assuming instantaneous frequency transitions and immediate stabilization.

The solid orange curve is from Eq. (6) which preserves phase between fre-

quency transitions.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Experimental (top panels) vs theoretically expected

(bottom panels) power spectra for pulse repetition frequencies of 20 (a, b)

and 25 MHz (c, d). The solid orange curves are continuous-phase spectra

from Eq. (6). An immediate frequency stabilization is not possible due to the

high PRF value. Gradual frequency transitions occurs now, and a model of

frequency modulation is required. The violet open triangle symbol curves

are from Eq. (8).
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longer match with the expectation from Eq. (4) nor from

Eq. (6). This indicates that the assumption of abrupt fre-

quency transitions and immediate frequency stabilization is

no longer adequate at those timescales.

C. Frequency modulation in vortex oscillators

To understand our experimental results at large PRF, let

us recall the expected shape of the spectra in the opposite

limit when the oscillator frequency does not succeed in stabi-

lizing during I1 and I2, but oscillates around a mean frequency

value F0 ¼ F1 þ F2ð Þ=2. An extreme case would be when

the oscillator frequency lags behind the modulation and varies

sinusoidally. The instantaneous frequency would then be

FðtÞ ¼ F0=2ð Þ þ bPRF sinð2pPRFtÞ, where b � F2 � F1Þ=ð
PRF is the modulation index. The complex spectrum of such

a frequency-modulated (FM) signal can be described as:23

VFMðf Þ ¼
Xþ1

n¼�1
JnðbÞVF0

ðf � nPRFÞ; (8)

where Jn is the nth Bessel function. It is worth comparing

Eq. (8) to Eq. (4), and noticing the following facts:

• In case the frequency variation is gradual [Eq. (8)] instead

of abrupt [Eq. (4)], even and odd-numbered sidebands are

both present. Since the modulation index b is large in our

case (i.e., b >> 1), even and odd- numbered sidebands

have similar amplitudes, globally decaying with n;
• Also, power occupies a frequency window larger than in

the pure FSK case: Carson’s rule23 indicates that 98% of

the power is in a band of 2ðF2 � F1Þ þ 2PRF; in practice

circa 200 MHz.

We have evaluated the spectrum expected for pure fre-

quency modulation [Eq. (8)] for a PRF equal to 20 MHz and

25 MHz, using a large modulation index b ¼ 19: The behav-

ior is displayed in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d) (open triangles for FM

theory). The assumption of gradual frequency transition last-

ing 25 ns and 20 ns clearly matches with the experimental

data much better than did Eq. (6). This indicates that the

time needed for frequency stabilization after an abrupt

change of the current is 25 6 5 ns.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have studied vortex-based spin-torque

oscillators made from extended spin valves connected to an

electrical nanocontact. We have shown that frequency shift

keying modulation can be implemented in these oscillators,

and that the identification of the two swapping frequencies

can be done directly in the spectral domain. Upon a square

modulation of the current in the 0� 10 MHz range, the vor-

tex instantaneous frequency seems to follow the current

command with a stabilization time of circa 25 ns, while the

phase is preserved at the transition. Indeed, at these modula-

tion frequencies, the frequency distribution of the output

power can be perfectly accounted for by convolution trans-

formations of the voltage waveform of the gyrating vortex in

dc current, and the current modulation, while at higher mod-

ulation frequencies, the oscillator frequency does not longer

follow entirely the current. The possibility of implementing

a frequency shift keying in magnetic vortex systems endows

these oscillators as prospective candidates for in applications

requiring compacity, tunability and frequency modulation

based communication schemes.
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